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A successful watercolour, with
atmosphere
It may look like magic, but if
you've learnt the basics and keep
to the rules you'll manage it. Just
a few prerequisites  - a good 
subject, the appropriate materials,
the right mood - and you can get
started.
But how do I begin?
Look for a motif that appeals to
you and triggers the right emotions:
the desire to tell a story in paint,
to see behind the veneer of 
everyday reality. And choose
materials which you enjoy working
with, which are easy to work with,
which back you up in your 
intentions.
The motif
A bunch of yellow flowers in a
glass vase. Flowers are a popular
and familiar subject, not just with
beginners. They stand for passion
and expressiveness, and remind us
of the wonders of nature.
First steps
Before you even pick up a pencil
or paintbrush, take a good look at
the subject. Let your eyes explore
the motif, feel their way round it.
Plan what your composition will
look like, how it will fit into the
constraints of the picture.  
Play about with the subject in
your mind before you start to
sketch. And never try to paint
everything you see: selected
details are more exciting and
much more expressive.

The sketch
This gives you something to lean on

before you're sure where you're going.  

It helps you define the composition, the

distribution of light and shade. Try to

create a degree of suspense by offsetting

the flowers from the centre of the picture

- both horizontally and vertically.  

Allow some of the blooms to spread off

the paper.  Show them from different 

viewpoints: from the front, from the side,

from above, from behind.  Let them 

overlap, so that parts of them are hidden.

Basic techniques

For your sketch, use an Albrecht Dürer artist's
watercolour pencil of a matching colour. The
lines will dissolve when you paint over them.

More important than the time you spend 
painting is the time spent just looking. Allow
yourself a quiet ten minutes of 'meditation' in
front of the subject.



The wash
Now you can start to paint. Using a thick

brush, apply a light transparent wash of

the predominant colour to define the main

parts of the picture. The wet-in-wet 

technique allows the colour to run, which

creates an interesting background and

leaves you room for later effects. Yellow

outlines the flowers, an olive colour 

defines the vase, while orange sets a 

contrast. While the paper is drying you

still have time to review your composition.

Don't be afraid to use water. You may take a
risk, but the reward will be a surprise. Give
your picture room to develop: always start
with the palest colours, painting from light 
to dark.

Be sure to let each layer dry before painting
over it.
And use just a thin glaze - only then can the
background colour shine through.

The glaze
Once the initial wash has completely

dried you can now add the 'glaze'. This

lends brilliance to your painting, adds

depth, creates points of emphasis, yet

always allows the previous step to show

through. The glaze is what makes 

watercolours so special: it gives the

colours their luminous effect, and 

creates new hues.

Apply some brilliant yellow: join up the

petals and increase the expressiveness of

the picture. Just a hint of a horizontal at

the foot of the picture forms a contrasting

plane of reference.



The finish
Now you can use some

special effects, details

which are often hardly

noticeable to the eye,

yet make the finished

picture so attractive.

Lines - some sharp,

some with soft edges -

form the leaves and

their stalks. Spatters

and splodges of colour

attract the gaze and

bring the picture to life.

Contrasting colours on

a pastel background

increase the effect. The

slanting stems appear

hazily through the glass.

The underlying colour begins to dissolve,

loses its sharp edges, blends with the 

subject. That's an effect that you can

reduce by using acrylate. Stems are visible

in the glass, different yellows bring the

blooms to life, each with a warm brown

centre; a soft green binds them together.

The result is a bunch of flowers that 

simply radiates colour. Produced just by

using the options that watercolours open up.

The closer a glaze is to the underlying colour,
the more it adds to its effect.



Make good use of the enormous possibilities of
glazing to enhance the brilliance, link parts of a
picture, bring a scene to life, add contrast.  
Play with the technique, and your paintings will
become more picturesque and more intense.

To illustrate the possibilities, we've 

'quartered' a picture of autumn 

leaves, both with and without acrylate. 

A small proportion of acrylate improves

the glaze effect. At upper right and lower

left you see the original picture: leaves

and twigs in orange and brown on a 

contrasting blue background with plenty

of white. Clear, almost harsh, outlines.

Now glaze over it with strong colour.

Without acrylate (lower right) the transit-

ions are soft; lines and objects blend into

the background. With acrylate (upper left)

the outlines remain clear but the effect is

more picturesque. The blank areas remain

visible, yet become part of the whole. The

sticks are very soluble, so a glaze can be

made stronger or weaker as you go along. You can also use the very varied 

possibilities of a glaze with architectural

motifs.  

Leave blank parts like the tower, the

gable end of the house, and the fence, 

but surround them with strong areas of

colour: a deep blue sky and brick-red

roofs.  Now you can work out the details

in the blank areas. Remember: if the eye

has to make sense of what it sees, the

result is more interesting than a mere 

photographic image.

More about the glaze technique



Graphic structures
Aquarelle Sticks give us the chance of

improving on classic watercolour 

paintings (made with a brush). Make an

area of yellow-orange, and while it's still

slightly damp draw ornamental curves in

it with a green Stick. Almost an abstract,

and yet we can make out petals and stems

of flowers. It's these soft lines which 

consolidate and help to shape a picture,

lending depth to the entire composition.

Special techniques

Aquarelle Sticks are a new product which
should encourage even experienced 
watercolour artists to experiment and look 
for new ways of creating a picture.

Play with effects
It is often the 'unimportant' details 

which make a finished watercolour so

interesting.  

Once you've mastered the basic 

techniques - wash, glaze, and wet-in-wet 

- you can start on more ambitious 

experiments.  Play with your brush and

paints and colour pencils to liven up a

picture.



Encaustic
The ancient Greeks knew about the

encaustic technique, where colours are

applied hot to achieve special effects.

There are three ways of using Aquarelle

Sticks for this technique:

You can melt the sticks and apply them to

the paper with a stiff-bristled brush. This

gives very saturated colours and a pasty

texture which has little in common with

the classic watercolour. Or you can apply

the colour direct with a warm iron. This

produces idiosyncratic structures which

remind one more of acrylic paint and 

spatula effects than a watercolour. Or else

you can create an abstract interplay of

colour with a hairdrier. Draw on a warm

sheet of smooth paper. Heat it with the

hairdrier and use a palette knife or broad

spatula to spread the colours.

You'll achieve the best effects with very smooth but matt
paper. Try combining them with a background created
using a wash or wet-in-wet method.



Using watercolour
pencils
Now you can liven up the picture by

adding grasses with an Albrecht Dürer

artist's watercolour pencil. Using a good

sharp point, draw lines on the still-damp

painting. Grass stems spring up as the

pigment displaces the underlying colour.

You can achieve other effects: shadows

and accentuations, extra detail, more 

prominent lines. Try out the various 

possibilities; explore new paths. 

Efflorescence
effects
If you spatter paint on damp

paper, the pigments spread

out to give a kind of floral

effect. This is called 

efflorescence. You can 

achieve a similar effect with

grains of coarse salt. It forms

crystalline structures as in silk

painting. This could be used

to create a picture of a 

flowering meadow, brilliant

yellow and pink under a 

louring sky.



In contrast to classic watercolours, this works
with Aquarelle Sticks even after the painting has
dried. An opportunity you should make use of.

Removing pigment

This technique opens up further 

possibilities. Paint a background in

various browns and blues. Now take a

large brush with plenty of water, which

will allow you to remove some of the 

pigment. The tree trunks and branches

look like a ghostly wood. By spattering

water you can add foliage to complete

your composition.

By 
scratching

a still-damp area of

colour with a pointed

object such as a paper

knife, the end of the

brush, or a fingernail,

you damage the surface

of the paper slightly so

that it absorbs more

pigment.  The result 

is lines which blend

harmoniously into the

picture without being

too prominent.  In this

way you can make

stalks of grass, reeds,

or the shoots from a

pollarded willow.



Coloured 
ink drawings

This is a popular technique with 

beginners to watercolours. A sketch laid

out with a minimum of lines and 

hatchings can be coloured in to intensify

the mood. Restrict yourself to just a few

colours, to let the character and expression

of the drawing come through. Using this

technique and a minimum of equipment,

you can record your impressions when

travelling.

Granulation
Here the colour is applied dry with the

brush. The pigment adheres to the raised

parts of rough paper, while the depressions

remain white. In this way you can 

produce the effect of a ploughed field,

pebbles, or the gnarled bark of a tree.

The rougher the paper, the better it 

cooperates and the more successful 

the result.



Don't overdo it: use your effects and highlights
deliberately. The idea is to emphasize the 
message in the picture, not overshadow it. 
As in cooking, the seasonings should be subtle
and not overpowering.

By drawing with an Aquarelle Stick or 

watercolour pencil on a colour-wash

background, you achieve a similar effect

to a coloured ink drawing, yet artistically

it may be quite different. You can 

elaborate details and outlines in an area of

colour, such as the view of a medieval

mountain village.

Combined drawing and painting techniques



The paper

Don't skimp on the paper.
The colours come out
better on a good-quality
paper. Experiment with
various grades until you
find the one that best
matches your style of
painting.

Mould-made 
watercolour paper
is a very high-quality grade.  

It stretches when damps and starts to wrinkle. As it dries,

it contracts again as a result of the size it contains. The

heavier the grade of paper, the less it will wrinkle as you

paint. Sized papers allow you to use the wash technique

and make corrections. They are more forgiving and so

ideal for beginners. The paper has to back up your 

intentions and the message which the painting conveys.

It needs to match your style and techniques.

Rough paper
If you like to use a lot of water, and know what it's like to have

'puddles', then you should choose a rough grade of paper. This

will allow you to work in a more relaxed way on a large scale.

The paper has its own say: it can contribute to granulation effects,

for example. Wet-in-wet techniques are also successful because

the colour can flow unhampered. The effect is even greater with

extra-rough grades, known as "torchon". Just right for misty or

rain-soaked landscapes full of atmosphere, or for water and 

cloud effects.

Smooth paper
If you love fine detail and prefer to work on small areas at

a time, using the brush almost as a pencil, then smooth

grades of paper with a matt surface are what you need.

Such paper allows you to create precise graphical 

structures with an Aquarelle Stick or Albrecht Dürer 

artist's watercolour pencil.



Paper made from rags
A pure rag paper is the prince among 

papers.  The colour flows spontaneously

from the brush and has a particularly intense

appearance.  It merges into 

wonderful transitions, while the

individual layers of glaze 

reinforce each other to produce

some mysterious effects.

The rapid absorption of a rag
paper scarcely allows you to make
changes afterwards, so that such
papers are mainly suitable for
more advanced watercolour artists. 

Attach the thin ingres paper to a piece of 
hardboard with white of egg. When the 
painting dries you can peel it off easily.

Coloured papers
have a charm of their own.  William

Turner liked to use them for the mystical

reveries that were his landscapes. Use a

soft yellow paper for a panoramic view:

the scene appears stretched out before

you, while the blank areas

blend harmoniously into the

composition. Areas and

lines become softer and less

contrasty. For a mountain

landscape choose a blue

paper, and the rugged peaks

stand out from a clear blue

sky. Dark shadows provide

depth, snow-covered slopes

drawn with a dry Aquarelle

Stick are contrasted by 

lively patches of red and

yellow in the sky. Leave distant areas

untreated so that the blue of the paper can

dominate the scenery.



crayons, wiping with a finger or 'stump' to

produce soft effects and smooth transitions.

Then complete the design with a 

watercolour background, and you have 

a splendid still life with onions.

Use a very large brush, well laden with water, if you want the colours
to flow on this very absorbent paper.

Study 
watercolour pad

You can use smooth watercolour paper 

for dry colouring techniques, too.

Aquarelle Sticks can be used like pastel

Velours paper
This is even more characteristic, with a

greater influence on the result. The

colours can flow and spread unhindered

on the velvety surface which is really

intended for pastels. Use velours paper

for floral designs, individual blooms and

bunches of flowers. But please be careful

in your use of water and paint: any excess

will spoil your picture because the colours

will run and merge to a dirty brown.

As you can see, the options and possibil-

ities are legion, giving everyone plenty of

room to experiment. It pays to look for

new solutions and try out different 

materials. With a little practice you'll end

up with some pictures to be proud of.



Albrecht Dürer Aquarelle Sticks

I recommend the box of 30 as basic

equipment.  That way you have all the

important and frequently used colours in

both a cool and a warm tone. Altogether

60 colours are available, so you can

always add to your collection. If you want

to use the sticks dry, buy them individually

and leave the paper wrapping on, so that

your fingers stay clean and the sticks

remain usable for a long time. 

I recommend Aquarelle Sticks not only

because they go a long way and are so

suitable for large areas.  They also allow

you to use a large brush, and your brushes

last longer

because you

don't have to

twirl them

round in little

pans to pick up plenty of colour.

The choice of colouring materials 

depends very much on your own individual

style and the techniques you prefer.

That's why I can't and won't lay down any

absolute rules. My tips and hints are

intended as recommendations which you

should take into account when choosing

your materials. But in any event you

should use quality artists' materials,

because only then can you be sure that

they will retain their colours when 

exposed to light over a long period.

Albrecht Dürer watercolour pencils

The leads are fully soluble, which make

them ideal for studies, sketches, and small

watercolours. But I can also recommend

them when working with watercolour

paints, for both the initial sketch and the

finishing touches. These handy pencils fit

any pocket, so you should never be 

without them when travelling.

There's a total of 100 colours, available in

sets or individually.

The materials

Resistance to fading
Faber-Castell marks every colour

with a code

* adequate light-fastness

** good light-fastness

*** very good light-fastness
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It lives from the interplay of water and

colour, flowing and combining. And also

from all those chance events which one

can exert some influence over and exploit

to achieve special effects. The result is

fantastic forms and colour combinations.

Patches of intense colour are juxtaposed

with translucent glazes. The watercolour

technique forces one to reduce things to

their essentials, to a calculated and pre-

meditated way of working. Once a colour

has been applied to the paper it remains,

be it ever so fine a nuance. That is the

great challenge of watercolours.

There is scarcely any chance to cover up

one's mistakes. The watercolour is often

branded as a simple medium for beginners,

and only seldom encountered in the 

'academic' spheres of contemporary art. 

In fact it is a highly complex and challeng-

ing method of painting. Yet it is a field

which can offer an exciting experience to

expert and beginner alike. 

Anyone who learns to apply the techniques

and possibilities will be rewarded with

wonderful pictures full of light and 

transparency and magical colour.

EKKEHARDT HOFMANN

'"Painting is an encounter and critical

debate with my innermost self".

Ekkehardt Hofmann was born in 1942

and lives in Leutershausen in north

Bavaria; he has long concerned himself

with watercolours.

Over the years he has developed an ever

freer mode of painting, shaped by light

and colour.  Effervescent paintings full of

colourful magic are his trademark. He

finds his motifs everywhere: at home in

Franconia or in more southerly climes.

The gay colours in a bunch of flowers and

the morbid charm of the Venetian lagoon

exercise an equal fascination on him.

In his courses and seminars, and on 

painting tours, he gives beginners and

experienced artists alike the chance to

look over his shoulder and profit from his

rich experience with watercolours. In this

leaflet he reveals some of the tricks and

techniques.

THE ART OF WATERCOLOUR PAINTING
WITH CREATIVE TIPS AND EXAMPLES


